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The aim of Celebrating International School Library Month is to make students aware of
importance of the school library as a place where students are prepared for life and the process of
lifelong learning.
In this regard various activities were conducted to enhance the skills of teachers, librarians and
students.
Storytelling Sessions
As previously, this year also we had organized “Storytelling Sessions”, in which parents and
grandparents of pre-primary and primary sections shared interesting stories.
In House Activities
Various in house activities included: Movie Sessions, Poster Competition “Paint the World”,
Draw and Describe Favourite Story Book Characters, Book Cover Design Competition, Story
Writing, Book Fair, Display of Students’ Work, Assembly Presentations, Making Class Bulletin
Boards on the given theme “Connecting Communities and Cultures” had really been a great
source of learning.
HHS Bookmark Exchange Project Theme: Say No to Violence
One of the most awaited and enjoyable event of the ISLM Celebrations was the Bookmark
Exchange Project. This year we had a record number of participation of 32 schools.
A Sharing Session was also held on November 04, 2017 to share experiences of the students,
teachers and the librarians of the participating schools. 25 Schools of Karachi attended the
session. This event was also highly appreciated by Professional Librarians.
Literary Figures of the Year:
Happy Home School has dedicated this year to the two Literary Figures, Hans Christian
Anderson and Mirza Asad ullah Khan Ghalib (Urdu Poet).Their works are of literary excellence
and motivating for the development of young minds. An exposition of their work was displayed
on our Library and Class Bulletin Boards during the library month.
Inter School Letter Reading Competition of Mirza Ghalib’s letters “Khatoot-e-Ghalib” was
held to promote Urdu Literature .17 Schools of Karachi (Pakistan) participated in this successful
event.
Inter Campus Bait-Bazi Competition was also conducted to provide students a platform in
order to assess various skills in them.
Competitions like these are necessary to bring out the hidden talent in children. All students
eagerly participated in the above mentioned competitions. Students proved that they not
only excel in academics, but also shine in exhibiting their skills by their creative presentations.

